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ABSTRACT 

Beam optics of a lattice with an inter-plane coupling ia treated using canonical 
Haniillonian formalism. The method developed is equally applicable both Lo a cir
cular (periodic) machine and to an open transport line. A solution of the equation 
of a particle nioLinn (and correspondingly transfer tnalrix between two arbitrary 
points of the lattice ) are described in terms of two amplitude functions (and their 
derivatives and corresponding phases of oscillations ) and four coupling functions, 
defined by a solution of the system of the Urst-order nonlinear differentia.] equations 
derived in the paper. Thus total number uf independent parameters is equal to 
ten. 

* Work nii[i|Mirti-.l liy tin- Deiinrtnu'iil of Energy, * outran OE AC03 7GSF00515) 



1, INTRODUCTION ' - 0 \ 3 fop 

Until recently most of the accelerators and beam lines were built in suet* a way 
as to ascertain that the particle motion in the horizontal plane (the plane of the 
reference trajectory) is decoupled from the motion in the vertical plane at least for 
the ideal unperturbed machine. In this case the transverse motion of the particle in 
each plane becomes onc-dimcnsional. The full theory of the betatron oscillations in 
one dimension for a periodic lattice was developed by Couraiit and Snydcr!1|Their 
method with little modification could be extended for any uncoupled transport line. 

The misalignments of the machine elements and the errors in the powering and 
machining of them bring up to a coupling between the planed. Nevertheless this 
coupling is small and could be treated as a pcrturb?t;on on the one dimensional 
particle dynamics. 

Nowadays however, there is certain degree of interest for the beam optics which 
provide strong coupled motion. Firstly, the beam lines of the SLAC Linear Collider 
(SLC) transporting the beams From the 1/mac to the Final For.ns System lay not in a 
plane and produce strong inter plane coupling. Secondly, some e*tisting(for example 
the SLC Damping tl'.nga ) and fuhirc (for example the B-factory considered by the 
Cornell University group *) machines are based on a strong coupling to provide round 
cross section beams. 

That makes it desirable to develop a method wliirli describes the coupled trans
verse motion in a natural and economical way simibr to one which rxisV for the one 
dimensional case. 

Then* exist several different approaches in description <if the motion «f a charged 
particle in a transport line or in a circular arrfleraior wild hi rang coupling between 
tin* htirizonUl and wrtical platws, (\U tlww approaches aw based o« a treatiwnt 
of tin* i' '"iform-alH'ii i.uilrix from inn- point of the lattice to another (sit rallt.'il It-
matrix 1. 
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The approach used in the ritANSI'ORT program is ki>etl on (lie multiplication 

of the transfer matrices for each »*lement nil oV which pre assumed hi have the IHU\ 

planr symmetry. Karh such matrix is simplcrtir in the first order. To accommodate a 

coupling TRANSPORT allows an instantaneous rotation around the longitudinal axis 

ami & magnst witli the soleiioidal field. Matrices of these elements art- also simptrcth'. 

Hence*, the transfer matrix defined at the pud point of each element of the transpor-

lint' product's a simplectie transformation from one point of the lattice to another. 

This method is purely numerical and is more appropriate to a transport Imp. 

Some authors su res t to find the eigenvectors of /?-matrix or introduce four 

beta-functions *'. In these cases it in difficult to fulfill all six simpluctic conditions. A 

different approach is suggested by E. Forest !*"He deals with a ma • which is supposed 

to he found. The method is suitable for numerical calculations in such cases where 

the Hamtltoniau is impossible to construct. All these methods an* more appropriate 

for a circular machine but not to a transport line. 

The problem can be solved very natural]v by applying a canonical transformation 

to normn.1 coordinates in which the new Hamiltonian of the motion is block-diagonal. 

Henre, the siinplerticity of the transformation and the corresponding /{—matrix is 

fulfilled automatically. The starting point of the h. Tcng's mcthod'^'is writing one 

particular simpler tir transformation to normal coordinates. The matrix of the trans

formation is parametrized in terms of four functions - a local rotation angle and three 

other parameters comprising a uniimdular (2,2) matrix. Siich transformation is railed 

simpler! ti rotation. Since simpler tic rotation represents a canonical transformation, 

its four parametera together with six others which parametrize two normal hetatron 

oscillations satisfy a set often first order nonlinear dilfereiltial equations. 

Here I present a similar but more general approach. The starting point is to find a 

general linear canonical transformation to normal coordinates. Hence, the simpler!ic

ily of the transformation and the c< responding / ( -matr ix is fulfilled automatically. 

The whole class of ten-parametric siiuplectic matrices is found. An example of such 

a matrix in given helow. Nexl step is lo iind a set of four loul of ten) parameters of 

the transformation which make the new '.Uiniltciitia.n of the motion bkwk-dia&wM. 
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Ail example of ;i solution is given for which the right hand sides of the differential 

eiviitli<iu-> detiniuK these four i>iirniiirt<*rs an- algebraic expressions willi the focusing 

and coupling functions as their ciietlinpnts. 

As is shown brlow, Ihe method developed here is equally applicable to both 

cirrular accelerators and transport lines. I'he difference between these two cases 

manifests only in the boundary tonditions of the differential equations. 

•Since we are Interested here only in the Iransvctsc motion, the energy or the 

particle is assumed to be constant. Furthermore, to simplify our task as much as 

possible only the linear part of the magnetic force acting on the particle is considered. 

As it is practically alway.* a case, the existence of a reference trajectory is assumed. 

Thin trajectory in general can deviate from any plane quite arbitrary. That means 

that I he concept of the horizontal and the vertical directions has no meaning any more. 

Nevertheless, we will call one deviation from the reference trajectory (measured along 

our normal direction to it) horizontal and denote il by T. The deviation along the 

second normal direction to the reference trajectory will be called vertical and will 

be denoted y. Although these directions are arbitrary^ in any given magnetic lattice 

they are defined quite naturally by the magnetic field configuration. By choosing 

the coordinates x and y properly, the expressions for focusing and coupling functions 

(tin; only functions which depend on the choice of the coordinates) can be simplified 

greatly. 

The distance along the reference trajectory measured from an arbitrary point of it 

is chosen as independent coordinate ». Hence, all the focusing and coupling strengths 

are functions of .1. 

A comment 011 the definitions used in this paper skeins to be in plare here. We 

use everywhere the canonical conjugate coordinates and momenta, the latter being 

denoted by the letter p with the subscript corresponding to the coordinate, e.g. a; 

and p r . A particle posilitm in the phase apace al each given value of s is described 
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either by a set of its coordinates and momenta r, p r , y and p„ or by a (4,11 matrix -Y: 

-Y = P ' \ (1.1) u 
All the matrices are denoted by capital letters. 

In Section 2 the Hamiltonlan and the cwrrraponding hamiltonian equations of 
motion are defined, The canonical transformation and its generating function are de
scribed. The most general linear transformation is defined in the next Section. Here is 
also given an example of a general ten-parametric simplectic matrix and correspond
ing to it generating function A particular four-parametric canonical transformation 
is given in the next Section. Here can be also found the set of differential equations for 
the four coupling functions which define transformation to the normal coordinates. In 
Section 5 each of these normal modes are expressed in terms of betatron function. At 
last Section 6 contains expressions for rt-matrix in terms of two betatron functions 
for the norma! oscillations and four coupling functions. 
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2, THE HAMILTON IAN OF TIIK TRANSVERSE MOTIOK 

The hamiltonian of the transversa coupled motion can be written either in a scalar 
form:1" 

hx = |(Px - W? + (p, + qx)1 + jxl + 9y2 + 2kxif)f2 (2.1) 

or in an equivalent matrix form: 

A, = (XTHxX)/2, (2.2) 

where the superscript T means the transposition of the matrix and Ht is (4,4) matrix: 

/f+<}2 0 fc ?' 

H* = 
0 1 - $ 0 
k - o ff + 9 2 0 

\ o 0 0 1 / 

(2.3) 

The physical meaning of functions f{»),g(i>),k{») and q{a) in these equations 
depends on the shape of the reference orbit. In tin? particular case of the flat reference 
orbit laying in the horizontal plane these Functions have meaning of the horizontal 
focusing strength, the vertical focusing strengi'i, the skew qnndrupole strength end 
the solenoid Held, respectively. 

The physical inter-plane coupling provided by functions V and q manifest from 
the formal mathematical point of view in the fart that the Hamilton tan is repii-sented 
by a non-diagonal matrix ('1,'A). 

The llamiltoiuan equation* of motion ran be written in ll»" uiairiis form in ttif 
following way: 

A'' = Sli,\\ 12A) 

R 



where the prime menus (he derivative in respeel to * ami I he (4vl) matrix 

5 ^ 

has the following properties: 

/ 0 -1 0 0 \ 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 - 1 

\ 0 0 1 0 / 

ST = - S , 

(2.S) 

(2.6) 

S> - -f. (2-7) 

The (4,4) matrix / is the unity matrix. 

To be able to describe the coupled betatron motion as two one-dimensional os
cillations one needs to Bnd a representation in which the HamiLtontan °>s at least 
block-diagonal, i.e. the elements of the (4,4) matrix tn the (2,2) upper right and 
lower left corners of it axe all equal to 2cro. 

Hence, our first goal will be to find such a linear canonical transformation to new 
variables v,p„,w and pu, that the new Hamiltonian HP appears in the block-diagonal 
form. In the matrix notation the new coordinates are 

V's w (2.H) 

The old coord males -V arc connected to the new ones V bv a linear transformation 

V = TV (2.!>) 

wliirh in genera] depends on Iti yet unknown functions ',*(*!.t.A" - I,...4. U«wt»ver. 
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for tlif ir.iNsformiiiiot) ('->;>) U> 1><-canonical it must he simpkclic: 

TT$T = S (2.10) 

These 6 conditions reduce the number of independent parameters TVfc in equation 
(2.0) from IB Lo 10. 

The standard way to produce a canonical transformation is to find a generating 
funrtion from which the transformation follows. It appears that a convenient choice 
of the generating function in our case is the function of the old coordinates and the 
new momenta: 

If we introduce two more (4,1) matrices 

(2.11) 

Q = 

and 

? 5 

y 

V 

W 

(2.12) 

(2.13) 

then the new coordinates and old momenta are obLained from the generating function 
in Urn following symbolic way: 

Bth 

The Hamiltoniai) in the new coordinates is 

as 
(2.15) 

ll ir- understood certainly, thai in equation (2.13) the old coordinates and momenta 
should he vihslitutrd by ihr iww rooiditiatc and momenta using equation (2.9). 
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3. THE CANONICAL TRANSFORMATION 

It follows from equation (2.14) that the generating function ^ is a quadratic form 
of its variables: 

* - (QTVQ)I% (3.1) 

where V is a (4,4) symmetric matrix of yet unknown coefficients tiit(s). These co
efficients c&n be expressed in terms of the matrix elements i,* using equation (2.9). 
Imposing now the symmetry conditions for the matrix U: 

Wk ~ ujti (3.2) 

a. set of six elements (u ea& be expressed in terms of the other ten- The transformation 
constructed in such a way is a linear canonical transformation and aa such it is 
guaranteed to be simplectic 

The particular choice of the six matrix elements is a matter of convenience and 
can be douc in a number of different ways. As an example we give here one set of six 
matrix elements as functions of ten other arbitrary dements: 

<« = (*«*n*M + < 1^1*33 - * 17*23*31 
(3.1) 

- * 13(21*32 + *33)/(*nt33 - <13<3l) 

hi = Oll'jl'32'33 - 'll(23*31'32 + (11*23'33*34 
- ' iita'aita + '12*23(31 - fi3(2j(3i(3< (35) 

a 



'41 = ihltu - *U(21 + <31*«)/*33 (3.6) 

*42 - (*lltl3*23*33 - *1](|3*23<32 + *lt*32*33^3 

— 'i;i*13<2l(33 + 'u*21*32 - *l3*3l'32*« (3,7) 

- *]3t33)/l*33('ll*33 - tl3*3l)] 

' « - (*u*23*33 — <ll*«*23<31 — *n'l3*2l*32 

+ (II*33*M(W + 'n*33 + Uitalittn (3.8) 

- 'I3t3lf34ttt)/[t33(*tlt» - tl3'3l)) 

The reader is invited to check that matrix 7 which is constructed in this way ia 
flimplectic with determinant equal to 1. It is interesting to note that the found ma
trix T is not included into Deng's classification scheme of simplectic rofafton&'^Such 
a transformation which has ten {ree parameters is more genera) then * simplectic 
rotation which has only four of them. 

Corresponding to such a choice of matrix T th*1 generating function ij> ia defined 
by the matrix V with the following matrix elements: 

"II - ((21(33 - f u f u ) / ( f | l t u - tl3*3j) (3^9) 

«1J ="21 = (3»/Ull'33 -*13 J 3 l ) (3.10) 

"13 = «3I = 1*11*21 - tt3tn)HtlltK - t\.i*n) ( 3 I » ) 
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nn - -{tutnia ~ I I I*M*U - tjj*.»i H n h W n ) / l i i i i n - ' i i ' n> 

"ji = BIJ = lii/Wuht - fj j . 'u j ( I-IJ'I 

«4i = t r n ' j i ' « - ' n ' i i ' 3 i - ' i a / j i 4 - f i j i j i / i iVC ' i i ' n — <u*.n) (-U3) 

By and large, expression* obtained up ID now arc sufficient for finding cijuaLicms 

for such values of lite clement? f,* whirh bring annul (lie matrix rnrr(*si"miling to thr 

new llamiltonian (2.IS) lo become block-diagonal. Siner (his matrix js <;yiiimclTir 

one IKV><U tu liufl <1 sci of any four elements (,4. The rest «.' them then raj\ be * hosen 

<1 title arbitrary. 

Iliivvi-vcr. using litis freedom, it IK much easier lirsl lo choose several matrix ele

ments l t l from consideration of simplicity of the expressions and after thai to con

struct the new llaiiiilioiiiaii. One possible such a rout is pursued in the next section. 

II 



\. .\ IWUUCUAH SOU HON 

VVOIII ex|>n\v,'miis ( t " l ) through (3.21) follows that a .substantial ainipl i f ical ioi i 

nvisrs by removing th r i r df i in in inalurs. One way lt> achieve th is is to rlin&c the 

fol lowing v.iliii's of t in ' i»<> diagonal matr ix elements: 

*13 = 1, *n = 1 H i3 *3 t - (4-1) 

1' :"ui •* On* ihove nn'i i l inncil f r iTi lotn of I In: j iamnit i ter choice, we also make zero t in : 

[>>]lowing iinji-di.i-'itn.d m. i l r ix t ' l r i i ic i i ts: 

In - il, in •-0, ' n - 0, *n = 0 . (1-2) 

l\ i.i- ( 1.1) ( S.-i) u i ' I F.'is. (1.1),(1.21 I ' l ine twelve matr ix elements f i t in terms of 

the fiinr i m l r p n u l n i t niAti'ix elements I J I . ' I I I ' J J and *t*> s o that the matrices 7 'and 

V HOW (tnik l ike the fallowing: 

r « 

/ fll 0 t , j i 3 2 f i l \ 

0 tii <23 -*11*21 

(31 *3Z 1 0 

\ * 2 J * I 1 —t 1.1*22 0 (11*22 / 

(1.3) 

and 

V = 

/ - '23*31 1 *23*ll _ * 3 1 \ 

1 ' l l*32 ~ ' l 3 -'32*11 

'23*11 — ' i * - ' 1 3 ' 2 3 ' u '11 

\ - ' 3 1 -*J2*JI *ll '31*32*1]/ 

(Ml 

where the following notation is introdnred to make the subsequent formulae more 
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compact: 

h i = » Mnf>, ( U ) 

in - 1 + fu l» (» 11-6> 

The symmetric matrix Hv corresponding i« the Haintttoniaii ft,, for the new coordi-
nates V {iht new Haimfcoman ) can now lie found with tire help of the matrices 7" 
and I/: 

flr = T'll.T + (d{QrVQ)fds) t (4.7) 

where the old coordinates r and j / should be substituted by their values from expres

sion (2.9): 

y = tM fail' + *3gp». (4.3) 

The matrix elements of //* v - too cumbersome to tie presented here. As can be 
seen from nj . (1.7). each of them is a sum of ft tine.it form of the lirst derivatives 
of the independent dements with respect lo s and a term which is independent of 
these derivatives. The coefficients in front of Pie derivatives and the Tree term are 
non-linear algebraic expressions of the same independent elements. 

Up to this pjini the coupling forming mnrtiiHis Ir(s) and 7(5) were assumed to 
acquire arbitrary value*. In particular, for the tuxoupled motion they rim be equal to 
zero identically. Since the llainiUoniari of I he uncoupled mm ion is already diagonal, 
the matrix T should in the limit fc = 0 ami 9 = 0 RO to the unity matrix / . 

Now 11 ih slnu^hlfonvrtn] let impose condition* under which matrix II v heroine.* 
block-diagonal: 

A f 1.1 - f>„U ~ l>r->i =• /(r'M = 0 , ( . 1 , 1 0 ) 

Solving these equations with ntmccl to derivatives we find the following system of 
turn-linear first-ovder differential equations for the four independent matrix element 

n 
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[\hr n*ufiling functions): 

('l> - - ( 9 ' I J ' M - W| | f W + 9*23*32 - hiht ~ gt& - q2't%2 + qt-i^ftiz-; ( U i ) 

<il « • (fl*2J*»|*K - 'U's i 'az - *»(?!*» ~ 5*31*32 " 9 *3l*32 ~ 2^31*32*11 

+ **JI*M ~ 1*32*11 ~ f ' f n f | 1 - 39*11*31 + 9*11 + 7*J2)/2f K 

*23 » -(9*13*23*11 + / * H * 1 1 + ?** 13*11 

- 9(21*31 Tfldi + 9 2 t 3 l + 2**n - Win 

(4-12) 

(4.13) 

hi = -Wntht'ii + A i ' a V i i + Sf(»<K(iifa ~ 9*13*32*11 + 2 l » i i i & 

- <ij*ufti + f'-u&iii + 92t«*32*n - 29*ai*»*m + 9*3it» + » « « l i (4.14) 

- t»i(22 + 2**iiWn - 2A&*II)/2*II*ZI 

I'rime here denotes derivative ov«r JI. Note, that for the uncoupled motion Jt = 0 and 

7 = I) the system its consistent with the solution (ji = lit = hi — *» = 0 which gives 
the ideiiliral transform all on T = I. 

The following remark concerning (.lie denominator of ISn>. ( l . l l ) - ( - l . l l ) should 

he ni.lih* here. If the coupling functions behave in such a way thai at least one 

of denominators goes I li rough zero HIP solution will have a singularity. Such casts 

correspond u> LIIC instability of the coupled motion. The investigation of litis problem 

can not be done here and should he a subject of ilk' subsequent study. 

To define Lite solution of this system our still needs to specify initial roiuliLitms 

for I he coupling fnntliom f jj.f.'i./.|,t and tyj. We will postpone tlie dixnisMon of litis 

point and consider these initial conditions together 'villi those for yet another steL of 

differential equatioiiM defining rf-functions. 

After t he solution is found, for example numerically, the tiamilloiiian h„ is reduced 

lo a sum of two Haimltoitiaiis each describing <we-dimensional motion. ll»;presenta-

tiou of each of them in terms of be I air on function is derived in the next Section. 

It 
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V OXE-DIMKNSIONM. CASK 

Sinre w managed to make the Hamiltonian IIV block-diagonal, the four* di
mensional phnse space '~,̂ ,u>.j>itf is now split into two independent two-dimensional 
phase spaces. Accordingly, the (4,1) phase space vector V can now be split into two 
independent (*2,1) phase space vectors. To avoid excessive indexing let us denote 

• • « 
(5.1) 

where z and p, stand either for v,pe or for w,p v. For each of these sub-spaces the 
Hamiltoni«n is represented by a (2,2) matrix J7Z; 

• ( : ; ) 

The matrix elements of this matrix can be obtained from equation (4.7) by substi
tuting into them expression* (4.11) trough (444). They are given by the following 
expressions. POT the coordinates v,pv 

o - faf-nta + **« + ftu + o**ii)Aw (5.3) 

6 = - ( 9 ( « - ( » ) / ( „ (5.4) 

c s= -(iiji«'ii'« + /tutof u + q2*13*31*11 + 2fl< i3*ii - qi,: 
- 9*23*11*3? + *Z3*3J*M + 5*31*32 + gS*3l'tt + 2**33*11 - 2*to*)/r,22 

And /or the coordinates v>,p«,t 

(5.5) 
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a •-• iktu -otw + A + g 2 ) / * i j i » ($.6) 

6-*l | («<32 + *22) (5.7) 

c = 9*i3 (5.8) 

The equations of motion corresponding to a Hamiltonian (5.2) Z' = SHjZ look 
like: 

z = cz + op„ p, = - « - <5>a (5.9) 

Although our problem became one-dimensional we still can not apply directly the 
Courant parameterization in terms of the betatron {unction. The reason for that is 
that the Hamiltonian matrix (5-2) differs from the one considered in Ref. 1. Let us 
derive now the modification of the Courant-Snyder method!'1 

We use slightly modified generating function 

tfi*-5gj(tatt*+a> (MO) 

for &• canonical transformation from the 'old* coordinates z and momenta p, to 'new' 
coordinates d> and momenta y. 

Unknown functions (}{$) and a(a) should be defined in such a way that the 'new' 
Hamiltonian is represented in the form Hj = jffl{s)- That is achieved provided that 



they satisfy the followitig equations 

and 

« - - | - ^ - + ^ (5-13) 

Equations of motion in I hi* 'new' coordinates Uir.ii look like: 

and the solution of the equations of motion in the 'old' coordinates is: 

r - i/2jiS6cos(<> + d) ( p, = - vfy/£*[sin(<6 + ^) + acos(^ + 0)] (5.15) 

Two constants of motion j and 9 are defined by initial values of z and p*. 

To define the solution of eq. (5.12) one needs yet to add the initial values /7(D) 
and 0(0). It is reasonable to discuss them together with the initial conditions For 
Eqs. (4.11) - (4.H). 

Up to this point we have not specified thr lattice under consideration. Heitcc all 
the results obtained up to here arc applicable tt> any lattice. The initial conditions 
for the solution of the system of differential equations distinguish different rases. 

A. Circular machint. 

Since the lattice of a circular machine is periodic at least with the period of one 
revolution, all the focusing functions are also periodic And the same should be true 
foT all the $• and coupling fund ions. Hence, in this case the solution of the system of 
differential equations is defined by imposing on tsach unknown function the condition 
of periodicity. 

B. Transport tiiir. 
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I'or a transport, lino the initial rondi lions are defined by thr* physical conditions 
of th<* brain a' tlio entrance of the line, The simplest initial conditions arise in Uie 
nw when tin* nil ranee is rliusrn at such a point of the laltirc 'Them there arc no 
coupling elements and the ellipsoid representing the beam distribution in the phase 
space is upright, i.e. its iiKiin axes are rollinear with the directions of the axes of the 
local coordinate system x,pr%y-Pa and A. 

In thin case, the initial values of t^i^k — t,-.,-i ace<Uifit\c<L from theoauttition 
7'(0) = / , i.e. i,k(Q) = &n, and the initial valuta of the beta-functions arc defined by 
the corresponding beam size ctlV at the entrance of the lattice: 

W 0 ) « ^ ( 0 ) / « - (5.16) 

0 > ) = 0 (5.17) 

A. (0)=«j(0) /e v (5.18) 

fl>)-D (5-19) 

where t J ( W are the area of the projections of the ellipsoid on the corresponding axis. 

fvqs. (5.12) express nov, the coordinates r, p„ and w, pw in terms of two betatron 
functions. The physical coordinates x,plty and pv can be found using equation (2,9). 
Thai is described in the next section. 
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6. tf-MATRIX OF COUPLED MOTION 

!<et us introduce a (4,1) vector >>f the initial values: 

As 
-^feftin** 

(S-l) 

In ternriB of the vector A the solution of the equations of motion for coordinates 
V can be written in the matrix form V — MA, where the block-diagonal matrix M 
has the fc"atf ing (2,2) matrices on the main diagonal: 

M-i 
- ( - • ) 

I6-2) 

The solution of the equatiooa of motion for coordinates X then is 

X(s) = T{a)M(s)A. (6-3) 

Since this expression hokts foi any value of a, also 

X(0) = T{Q)M[Q)A. (6.4) 

Now it is quite easy to find the expression for the transfer matrix (/{-matrix) from a 
point s = 0 to any other point J. To do that one only needs to eliminate the initial 
values A from Eqs. (6.3) and (6.4): 
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X(#) » A(0|*).V(0), (6.5) 

where 

R{Q\s) = T{s)M{s)MiQ)-lTifi) -lTtti\-i (6.6) 

from cq.(4.3) we get: 

r-Ho) = 

*22t0) 0 -«13(0)t32{0) -«w(0)\ 
0 t„<0) -*23(0)*ll(0) *3l(0) 

-*3I(0)(M(0) -tn(«)(ii(0) tn(0)i2a(0) 0 
V -*23(0) li»(0) 0 1 

(6.7) 

Furthermore, using eq. (6.2) we find: 

v«wi 
FVom where 

(6,8) 

Wj^Afg-^J) = 

/ V TO $(cosAtf + a(Q)8inA$>) ^/6i«)6(O)0(j)0(O)»in&0 

) 

<6.9) 

Here function K-*) » defined by Eqs. (5.4) or (5.7), A^ = (p{s) ~ <f>(Q), and luniiion* 
P(3\a{s) and 4(a) are defined by FCqs. (5.13)-(5.15). Eqs. (6-6) through (6.9) fully 
define the transfer matrix between two arbitrary points 0 ans s in terms of two /?-
functions {0u(s) and 0W($)) and four coupling functions (13(a), (31(a), (w(a), (31(a). 
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Tor the lalticeof a circular machine th'' matrix for I lie full icvolul irn ///, simp lilies 

eonsidrraWy. Suiee T(l.) -z 7'(tl). where I is the machine' circumference we have: 

li, -- 7 , (0)// l ,7 '(0) _ l . (fi.10) 

where li,. is a block diagonal matrix with the following two (2,2) matrices <m its 

diagonal: 

( ros/j,,+ Qt,(0)Hin/i„ b,.(0)A.(0)siii/< r \ 

=Ad 

Her 

( cos/fo- + »„.((>) sin ^iu. fcu>(0)^ui(0)siiifiu, 
(fi.ia) 

a 

/. 
/ i . , = / J.1/M*). (CM) 

a 

and #,., /i u. are defined by <*q. (5.13) willi the foclfirient «.fr Am] r for coordinates 

t>, p,. and ti'.j>„., respeclively. 

Matrix li], has the following property: 

lifU^^fiu-) — Hi.(mftv,mfttt.) (IU5) 

similar to the propeity of the R-ynalris for the uncoupled motion. Furthermore, smiee 

It I and 7f\, are connected by n similarity transformation (fi.10) llteir eigenvalues arc 

the same, i.o thev are given by exp{±/i r.) and «:xp(d-/i„.). 

For a transport line 7"'1(!1) ~ I so Ihe /? -malriN also simplifies somewhat Nev

ertheless, expressions for its eigenvalues are very mey.iy and they are not given by /i,, 

and )iw 
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